About the Group

The Web Innovations & Development Reference Group is a working party of the Web Services Operations Group (WebSOG). While the membership of the group is small it is expected that it will consult widely within the University to develop proposals for consideration by WebSOG.

Membership

Bronwyn Davies, Learning Services Manager, ITR (Chair)
Gerry Kregor, Educational Designer, CALT
Karmen Pemberton, Librarian, Morris Miller Library
Felix Wilson, Librarian, Morris Miller Library
Kaz Ross, Lecturer, School of Asian Languages and Studies
Tony Gray, Technical Services Manager, School of Computing and Information Systems
Cameron Sweeney, Web Marketing Project Officer, ITR

Mark Zimmerli, ICT Security Officer, ITR (participation on request)

The group may co-opt members from time to time according to their expertise in particular areas and capacity to assist with particular investigations, or to add value to the group’s work.

Responsibilities

The group is to provide information and advice to WebSOG in support of the following strategy from the Web Services Strategic Action Plan 2008-2010 (WSSAP):

1. Investigate and implement preferred options for a university-wide service supporting the development of blogs and wikis for academic and other purposes. (9.3 – WSSAP p27).
2. Contribute to the review, revision and further development of relevant web services policies, guidelines and standards as necessary. (3.2 – WSSAP p15).
3. Coordinate Web Technology Workshops (14.2)

Activities

1. Establish priorities and tasks for the responsibilities identified above
2. Develop a proposed plan for activities that can be undertaken within the group
3. Identify activities that require additional resources and/or expertise from outside the group
4. Report back to each meeting of WebSOG

These terms of reference will be reviewed in six months
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